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How to connect rii keyboard to smart tv

Your smart TV comes with an onscreen keyboard that you can control with your remote, and while it works okay when you’re searching for a show by title, it can be a hassle when you’re trying to find extended content. Being able to use your keyboard would make it easier if you could connect it. How do you connect a keyboard to a smart tv? To
connect a wireless or wired keyboard to a TV, plug in the keyboard into the TV’s USB port, and follow the onscreen steps, however, not all keyboards are compatible so make sure you read more on the subject before trying. It is possible to use a keyboard with a smart TV, however, you may find it’s a little more difficult than you initially thought. Not
all keyboards work with certain TVs, and there’s not always a USB passthrough. By reading through this article and understanding your keyboard better, you’ll learn what to do if you encounter any problems. Why Would You Need to Connect a Keyboard to a TV? The primary reason why it makes sense to connect a keyboard to a TV is for convenience
and efficiency, not unlike connecting your soundbar to your remote which we have a guide on here. It’s frustrating to use the keys on your remote to search for shows and browse websites because you have to scroll through every letter of the alphabet to choose the one you want. It’s even worse if you want to type out a message to a friend or use your
smart TV to compose an email. Your smart TV also comes with a web browser that can be difficult to operate with the TV’s remote control. When you connect a keyboard, you can type search commands, browse websites, and compose messages the same way you do on your laptop or PC. Some Keyboards May Not Work on Certain TVs Not all
keyboards work with every TV, because manufacturer specifications do vary. Your keyboard may work perfectly with a Samsung Smart TV, for instance, the Samsung Q60 (on Amazon), but not with one from Sony. The same also applies to TVs; not all models allow you to connect a keyboard. If you were lucky enough to purchase a smart TV that came
with a keyboard, you shouldn’t have any problems. If you’re connecting a keyboard you already have, it’s best to refer to your user’s manual. There should be a listing of Smart TV models and other devices – (by the way, we have a list of some of the most popular smart devices to use) – that the keyboard is compatible with. You also want to read
through your TV owner’s guide to find out which keyboard brands will work with the device. In most cases, whether you’re using a wired or wireless keyboard, you should be able to connect it to your TV’s USB port. It is standard on most Smart TVs, though it is less common on Android models. Even if your Android TV has a USB port, the technology
between the two devices might not be compatible. There’s Likely No USB Passthrough Regardless of whether you’re connecting a wired or wireless keyboard to a smart TV, there must be a USB port. If the TV does not have a USB port, you cannot try and bypass it by using an HDMI connection. The television will not recognize the connected device
and you will still have to use the remote control to search and browse through content. Obviously, the keyboard must be connected to the device it’s controlling and if you want to use it with the TV, it must be plugged into the television’s USB port. In the case where you want the keyboard hooked up to another device, you’ll have to disconnect it from
the TV and plug it into that device’s port. Sometimes, there can still be problems getting the TV to recognize the keyboard or vice-versa. If you’re using the USB port and everything is connected properly, it might be an issue with the setup steps. You may need to disconnect the keyboard and follow the onscreen prompts again. Recommended
Keyboards for TVs If you don’t have a keyboard that is compatible with your TV there are some that are affordable and compatible with most televisions. Before you do purchase a new keyboard, you’ll want to decide between getting a wired or wireless one. Both will perform the same functions, the only difference is convenience. A wired keyboard
does need to remain close to the TV, while a wireless one will allow you to move around as long as you are still receiving the signal from the television. If you want to surf channels and browse the web from your couch, a wireless keyboard might be the best option. Fosman Mini Bluetooth Keyboard You’re not limited to only using this wireless
keyboard with your TV, it also works with smartphones, PS4, and other devices. The Fosman Mini Bluetooth Keyboard (on Amazon) is lightweight and comfortable to use, even when you’re relaxing on the couch. Along with all of the keys you’d expect to find on a keyboard, it also comes with a touchpad for easy navigating. It comes with a long-lasting
battery, for instance, it can work for ten days before needing to be recharged. There’s also a handy LED light that indicates when battery power is running low. In addition to coming with a limited warranty, the keyboard is also backlit so you can use it in dark rooms. Logitech K600 TV Keyboard Compatible with most smart TVs, the Logitech K600 TV
Keyboard (on Amazon) makes it easy to browse the web, scroll through entertainment content, and compose messages. Along with the standard keys, it also comes with a D-pad and touchpad so you won’t have any problems navigating the TV’s on-screen layout. Media keys make it easy for you to stop, play, and pause movies. It will also allow you to
switch which device it controls, as long as each one is connected to the same source. You only need to tap a button on the keyboard to switch from the TV to a laptop, or iOS device. Conclusion There’s no question that using your keyboard to scroll through content and navigate the web is easier than using the TV’s remote control, especially if you
need to look for a specific movie or television show. Thankfully, they’re not overly difficult to connect either. Whether it’s a wired or wireless keyboard, you just need to have a TV with a USB port. While there’s nothing wrong with using a wired keyboard, you do have to remain close to the TV. A wireless one does give you more freedom and is often
compatible with other connected devices. Regardless of the model, including whether it’s wired or wireless, it’s going to be a lot easier than using the TV’s remote control. The new Smart TVs on the market are now so smart that they can open any web page, even the one that contains a video or film, without having to go through the PC or other
surrogates to be connected to the HDMI ports. One of the most obvious difficulties, when we surf the web pages from Smart TV, concerns the writing of addresses: the classic remote control is really very inconvenient and even the on-screen keyboard is not the maximum comfort. In order to write web addresses with the same speed obtainable on a
PC, we recommend using a wireless keyboard, to be connected directly to the Smart TV in use. In the following guide, we will show you in fact how to connect a wireless keyboard to smart TV, with an eye on the available technologies and the various types of keyboards that we can buy for typing at maximum speed.READ ALSO: Write with the
keyboard on Smart TV, Fire TV and Apple TVHow to connect a wireless keyboard to Smart TVCompared to traditional PCs, Smart TVs have an operating system optimized for viewing on a TV screen, so we will not always have compatibility with commercially available wireless keyboards. To avoid making mistakes, we will show you which
technologies we can use, which keyboards you can buy, and finally how to connect it correctly to the Smart TV in our possession.Wireless keyboard connection technologiesTwo different technologies can currently be used to connect a wireless keyboard to Smart TV:Bluetooth: technology well known and compatible with the Smart TV models on the
market, particularly if they have Android TV as the operating system.Radiofrequency (RF): technology widely used on wireless keyboards, where we will have to connect a small USB receiver to the Smart TV to be able to type on each text field shown on the screen.There is no clear prevalence of one technology over the other: much also depends on
the Smart TV model in our possession and on the operating system offered by the TV itself. If we are undecided, we advise you to focus only on the official keyboards of the manufacturers (certainly compatible) and on third-party keyboards certified for use on Linux-based systems, such as WebOS (on LG Smart TV), Samsung’s Tizen OS and new
Android TV models.The best compatible wireless keyboardsIn order not to run the risk of incompatibility, you should immediately focus on wireless keyboards produced by the manufacturers of Smart TVs or certified for use on televisions, so as not to have problems once they are turned on and configured. The best official wireless keyboards are
listed below.For LG, Samsung, and Sony Bravia Smart TVs we can use the Logitech K400 Plus (€ 25).This keyboard works via radio frequencies, therefore it has a small USB receiver to be connected to the Smart TV in order to make the wireless connection. Once the receiver is connected, simply turn on the keyboard and start using it immediately in
the Smart TV web browser. In addition to the keyboard, it also integrates a touchpad, very useful on operating systems that support the mouse pointer in order to click on the links and to be able to comfortably navigate the web pages without having to unstick with the classic remote control.Another keyboard that we can use on Smart TV is the Rii
Mini i18 + (34 €).This keyboard is very compact therefore suitable for use in the living room on the sofa and armchair, also thanks to the backlight, very useful when we want to type something in the dark. Also in this case we will have a comfortable touchpad to simulate mouse touches on the TV, in addition to RF (radio frequency) technology for
connection to the TV (we will have to connect the small USB receiver in the body).If we are looking for an even more compact keyboard we can also think of the QPAU Mini Backlit Keyboard (27 €).This wireless keyboard is as big as a video game controller but has all the keys necessary to be able to type text on Smart TV, access the main menus, and
navigate on it without having to use the classic remote control. On the upper part, there is also a small touchpad to simulate touches of the mouse on the screen while in the rear housing there is the lithium battery (removable) and the small USB receiver to be connected to the TV (being also based on RF).If, on the other hand, we are looking for one
Bluetooth keyboard, we advise you to bet on the KKmoon 59 Keypad Mini Bluetooth Keyboard (14 €). This small keyboard offers the fundamental keys to be able to type any text and address on Smart TV and can be connected directly to the TV without any receiver using only Bluetooth technology. Currently, only Android TV is definitely compatible
with this type of keyboard, while on Smart TVs with other operating systems compatibility is not guaranteed (better to focus on RF models).How to use the smartphone as a wireless keyboardIf we do not have any wireless keyboard to connect to the Smart TV, we can also use our smartphone to achieve the same purpose, that is, to write quickly in the
text fields of the TV browser or any other app. In order to control the Smart TV from the phone and write with the integrated keyboard, we must first connect the TV to the same Wi-Fi network as the phone, then download one of the following apps:LG TV Plus (Android and iOS): the official app to remotely control LG-branded Smart TVs equipped with
the webOS operating system.Samsung SmartThings (Android and iOS): the automation app developed by Samsung to control all the devices produced by the Korean house, including Smart TVs.Video & TV SideView (Android): very useful app to control Sony Bravia Smart TVs, although support for iOS has recently been removed.Android TV Remote
Control (Android and iOS): the definitive app to control each Android TV but also to control other compatible Smart TVs.Peel Mi Remote (Android): universal remote control app to write from your phone on any recent Smart TV.To learn more about using these apps and find out how to configure them and how to use them every day, we invite you to
read our guides Control your TV with your Android phone with the remote control apps is How to turn on and use the TV without the remote control.ConclusionsConnecting the wireless keyboard to the Smart TV is definitely the easiest operation to carry out in the whole guide: connect the USB receiver or turn on Bluetooth on the Smart TV, turn on
the keyboard and, if everything is configured correctly, we can immediately write to the inside the Web TV browser. The difficulty lies only in the keyboard to choose for our purposes: we recommend that you focus on RF keyboards, being more compatible at the moment than Bluetooth keyboards. If we do not want to use any keyboard, we can also
use our smartphone as a wireless keyboard, using the Wi-Fi connection (in this case we will have to accept the connection when requested by the Smart TV).If we need to configure a universal remote control for our Smart TV, we refer you to reading our guide How to program a universal remote control for a TV. Do we want to control our PC with a
remote control? In this case, we will have to rely on the advice seen in the article Wireless remote controls for PC: buying guide, so you can choose the right product.
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